Master of Illusions Entertainment

Owned and operated by Canadian Illusionist and Magic Inventor Peter Loughran. Peter has created a number of original and spectacular effects and stage illusions for professional performers around the world. Please check out our website for additional information on all of our products and services. Innovation and Illusion Design by: Peter Loughran/ Design and Fabrication by: Shawn Larocque/ www.masterofillusions.ca. Thank you for visiting our information page!

Intellectual Property Infringement and Copyright Information All effects and illusions are manufactured by Master of Illusions Entertainment, and released by L2ILLUSIONS. All effects, products and illusions are sold with performance rights and are copyrighted by Peter Loughran. Illusions and effects that are intellectual property of Master of Illusions Entertainment sold by other Ebay members must sell the effect or illusion with all of the product's material that originally came with the product at the time of purchase. For instance a set of instructions for a prop or instructional video may not be sold separately without the prop itself. Each piece of material that is included with our products are numbered to validate origin, copyright and performance rights. If an item is sold with only partial materials, the buyer will not obtain proper performance rights and will not be able to perform the illusion or effect in a live, televised or pre-recorded show. All questions should be directed to: peter@masterofillusions.ca